Characteristics of Abelian dyon -fermion bound system, parity -violating effects, a new series of energy spectra, effects related to the non -vanishing electric dipole moment, feature of spin orientation etc, are analyzed and compared with hydrogen -like atom. These analyses explore possibility of a new approach of searching for dyons under bound condition. § E-mail address: jzzhang@physik.uni-kl. So far search for free monopoles (or dyons) and for ones trapped in bulk matter (meteorites, schist, ferromanganese nodules, iron ores and others) has turned up negative. A summary of experiments can be found in review papers [13, 34] . In various experimental schemes monopoles were assumed to have different properties [13, 24, 34] . Some of
Since Dirac studied the problem of quantum mechanics of a particle in presence of a magnetic monopole [1] , monopoles have been one of the interesting topics concerned in physics [2] - [35] . Their existence has been involved in explanation of phenomenon of electric charge quantization. Production of super-heavy monopoles or dyons (i.e. both electric and magnetic charged) in the early Universe is predicted in unified theories of strong and electroweak interactions [11] and its detection is one of few experimental handles for these theories.
Because Montonen-Olive duality conjecture [10] which is manifestation of classical electromagnetic duality in some spontaneously broken gauge theories, and its extension to an SL(2,Z) duality conjecture [22] suggested by Witten effect [12] , plays important roles in recent developments of superstring theories during the last few years, monopoles have been receiving renewed attention.
So far search for free monopoles (or dyons) and for ones trapped in bulk matter (meteorites, schist, ferromanganese nodules, iron ores and others) has turned up negative. A summary of experiments can be found in review papers [13, 34] . In various experimental schemes monopoles were assumed to have different properties [13, 24, 34] . Some of assumptions involved are (i) electromagnetic induction, (ii) energy losses, (iii) scintillation signature, (iv) catalysis of proton decay, and (v) trapping and extraction. Monopoles could be trapped in ferromagnetic domains by an image force of order 10 eV/Å. Trapped monopoles are supposed to be wrecked out of material by large magnetic force.
There are several difficulties in searching for free monopoles. First, we do not know how small the monopole flux is (according to the Parkker limit the up bound is φ < 3 × 10 −9 cm −2 yr −1 [4] ), so we do not know that in order to record a event how long we have to wait. Second, estimation of monopole masses is model-dependent, for example, masses of classical monopoles are about order 10 − 10 2 GeV, and masses of super-heavy monopoles in grand unified theories are about order 10 16 GeV. But we are ignorant of their definite values. Specially we do not know whether masses of monopoles are within the energy region which can be reached by accelerator experiments in the near future.
In view of the fact whether monopoles (dyons) exist or not is important, we may as well try to explore other means to find their existence. If monopoles ( dyons ) were produced in the early Universe, they would like to form bound states with charged fermions and remain in the present Universe. In this letter we examine some detailed properties of dyon-fermion bound system, including their parity -violating effects, a new series of energy spectra, trapping phenomenon by an inhomogeneous electric field through a non -vanishing electric dipole moment, feature of the spin orientation, compare this system with hydrogen -like atom, and suggest a number of experiments to detect them. [23] . In presence of a CP-violating term, electric charge of dyon explicitly depends on θ vacuum angle [12] ,
is excluded, thus we have
In the following we review unusual properties of dyon -fermion bound system in detail. In order to provide experimental test all the results are calculated according to new estimation of charge z d of dyon given by Eq. (1).
Parity violation. In this system spatial parity is violated by magnetic charge of dyon [9, 20] because of wrong transformation property of magnetic field H D = g r/r 3 of dyon under space reflection P :
field under P requires that vector potential A( x, t) transforms as P A( x, t)P −1 = − A(− x, t) which obviously contradicts transformation of H D , unless one artificially changes sign of magnetic charge g under P . This parity violation leads to two effects:
(i) A modification of selection rules of electromagnetic transition for this system [20] .
In hydrogen -like atom, electric dipole transitions are subject to strict selection rules as regards total angular momentum j and parity P :
are total angular momentum and parity in initial (final) state. From |j ′ −j| ≤ 1, selection rules of total angular momentum j are ∆j = 0, ±1; but parities of initial and final states must be opposite, thus ∆j = 0 transition is strictly forbidden. But for dyonfermion system, parity is violated, thus ∆j = 0 electric dipole transitions are allowed.
(ii) This system, different from hydrogen -like atom, can possess a non -vanishing electric dipole moment [9] .
According to Ref. [8] for a fixed q there are three types of simultaneous eigensections of J 2 , J z and H in dyon -fermion system, types A and B (j ≥ |q| + ), and type C
). Their eigensections are:
In the above Y q,L,M is monopole harmonic [6, 16] . Radial wave functions R qnj i (ρ) = 2ph
In the above M is mass of fermion, E D qnj is energy of dyon -fermion bound system which is given by Eq. (2) 
, z is electric charge of fermion, which is an integer; j ≥ |q|+ 
Spectrum (2) is hydrogen -like, but there is delicate difference between spectra of a dyon -fermion bound system and spectrum of a ordinary hydrogen -like atom. For hydrogen -like atom j takes only half -integer. Total angular momentum of dyon -fermion bound system includes a term −q r/r contributed by monopole field, so j takes half -integer as well as integer.
(i) When q takes half -integer, total angular momentum j takes integer, leading to a new series of energy spectra that do not exist in ordinary hydrogen -like atom.
(ii) When q takes integer, j takes half -integer which is similar to the case of ordinary hydrogen -like atom. But compared with energy level of the latter
, the shifted amount for
where α is the fine-structure constant. We also compare energy interval ∆E = E(n
is also at the order 10 −2 α 2 . Notice that these differences can be measured by present experiments.
For a Dirac monopole -fermion bound system , there is LWP difficulty [3] in angular momentum state j = |q| − qnjm of dyon -fermion bound system [19] we find that energy shifts from term Σ · r vanishes
This result is unlike to be accidental, behind it there should be a simple symmetry which needs to be explored. For energy shift ∆E (2) qnj from term γ · r we consider n = 0 and the case of dyon carrying one Dirac unit of pole strength, |q| = 
where C 1 is a number of order 1. ∆E 
where R 0 is the average radius of region of dyon -fermion system, a 0 is the cosmological radius; the plus and minus sign corresponds, respectively, to the closed and open space-time. After epoch of recombination, the cosmological radius a 0 (τ ) is about 10 23 cm,
. Thus correction of the curved space to energy levels (2) isẼ
which can be neglected. Only in the case of a large z d satisfied λ ∼ µ correction of the curved space would become important.
Parity -violating Transition. matrix elements of the ∆j = 0 parity violation electric dipole transition can be precisely estimated [36] . In electric dipole approximation, taking transverse Coulomb gauge, Hamiltonian of this system is H I = −ze α · ǫA 0 , where ǫ and A 0 are, respectively, polarization vector and amplitude of external electromagnetic field. For type A we consider the case of q = 1 2
where C 2 and C 3 are numbers of order 10 −2 .
For electric dipole transitions within type B states or between type A and type B states, results are similar to Eq. (7) and Eq. (8).
Transitions from type A (B) to type C would presumably be crucial in identifying emissions from such a system. Electric dipole transition matrix elements from type A to type C are
where I
qn ′ j ′ ;nj and I
qn ′ j ′ ;nj are radial integrals, R qj and T qj are numeral factors depending on q and j. Eq. (9) shows that selection rule of transition from type A to type C is ∆j = −1; the ∆j = 0 parity -violating transition is absent. The result from type (B) to type C is similar to Eq. (9).
Lyman Lines. Spectral series of transitions of this system can be accurately estimated by Eq. (2). In the general case, zz d e 2 ≪ 1. By Eq. (2), the photon wavelength λ(q; n ′ j ′ , nj)
We consider the case |q| = qnjm . For the n = 0 case, we have [37] 
Taking q = 1 2
, j = 1, from Eq. (11) it follows that
where C 4 is a number of order 10.
Spin Orientation. For this system the expectation value S = 
Here j and n dependence in Eq. (13) qjm are not.
Based on the above examination of detailed properties of Dirac dyon -fermion bound system, which are different from hydrogen -like atom, now we suggest the following experiments to detect them.
Analysis of Astronomical Spectrum. Approach of searching for dyon -fermion bound systems, compared with approach of searching for free monopoles, shows advantage.
(i) Superheavy dyon is treated as an external potential so that its mass does not appear in energy spectrum (2) . Spectrum (2) is quite accurate, corrections from the term γ · r and effect of curved space are completely negligible.
(ii) If dyons were produced in plenty in the early Universe and formed into bound states with charged fermions, radial electromagnetic spectra of these bound systems should be recorded on astronomical observations during a long period. There are some astronomical spectra recorded at the Kitt Peak Observatory which cannot be explained by atomic or molecular spectrum [38] . We suggest to compare spectrum (2) and related Lyman lines with such unexplained astronomical spectrum. field of a laser acting on the dipole moment of dyon -fermion bound system [39] . In order to violate the condition of optical Earnshaw theorem one needs to properly switch the laser field on and off. Because events are rare, we need high trapping density [40] .
Analysis of Trapped
(II) Trapped Events from Cosmic Rays. In order to trap rare events from cosmic rays, we need to use long duration static electric well with inhomogeneous distribution. In order to obtain a stable trap, it is necessary to violate the condition of static electric Earnshow theorem.
In such trapping devices it is possible to check whether trapped objects are dyonfermion bound system: (i) One can observe their absorption spectrum and compare it with hydrogen -like atomic one according to Eq. (2).
(ii) Using non -vanishing S z D qnjm , adding a strong magnetic field H to orient the trapped system, one can examine n and j dependence of S · H qnjm according to Eq. (13).
Investigation of potential technical sensitivity of testing dyon -fermion bound system in the above suggested experiments is out of this letter.
Discovery of monopoles would have far-reaching consequences. Of course, any attempt to detect monopoles or dyons is a challenging enterprise. The reason is that if they remain in the present Universe they are surely rare.
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